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**ABSTRACT**

“If we make this change to our code, how will it impact our clients?” It is difficult for library maintainers to answer this simple—yet essential!—question when evolving their libraries. Library maintainers are constantly balancing between two opposing positions: make changes at the risk of breaking some of their clients, or avoid changes and maintain compatibility at the cost of immobility and growing technical debt. We argue that the lack of objective usage data and tool support leaves maintainers with their own subjective perception of their community to make these decisions.

We introduce BreakBot, a bot that analyses the pull requests of Java libraries on GitHub to identify the breaking changes they introduce and their impact on client projects. Through static analysis of libraries and clients, it extracts and summarizes objective data that enrich the code review process by providing maintainers with the appropriate information to decide whether—and how—changes should be accepted, directly in the pull requests.

**ACM Reference Format:**

1 INTRODUCTION

Leveraging the time-honored principles of modularity and reuse, modern software systems development typically entails the use of external software libraries. Rather than implementing new systems from scratch, developers incorporate libraries that provide functionalities of interest into their projects. Libraries expose their features through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) which govern the interactions between client projects and libraries.

Libraries constantly evolve to incorporate new features, bug fixes, security patches, refactorings, and extra-functional improvements [1, 3]. It is critical for clients to stay up-to-date with the libraries they use to benefit from these improvements and to avoid security issues, technical lag, and technical debt [5, 8]. When a library evolves, however, it may break the contract previously established with its clients by introducing Breaking Changes (BCs) in its public API, resulting in compilation-time, link-time, or run-time errors. Seemingly innocuous changes such as altering the visibility or abstractness modifier of a type declaration or inserting a new abstract method can, under certain conditions, break client code. Errors triggered by these changes burden client developers, given the sudden urgency to fix issues out of their control without intrinsic motivation. As a result, clients sometimes hesitate to upgrade their dependencies, raising security concerns and making future upgrades even more difficult. Thus, it does not come as a surprise that the problem of helping clients respond to library evolution has garnered considerable interest in recent years [16, 19, 21, 28, 29].

Surprisingly, however, the problem of helping library maintainers anticipate the impact of their changes and plan accordingly—the other side of the coin—has received little attention. Libraries are generally accountable to their clients for providing stability [2]. We claim that library maintainers currently lack the necessary information and tool support to live up to this responsibility. Indeed, library maintainers have limited means to foresee the consequences of their actions on their clients [12, 24] and would benefit from knowing precisely how their APIs are used in client projects.

The consequences of breaking an API declaration used by many clients, by a popular library, or by commercial clients may be dramatic: clients may lose trust and migrate to another library. As a result, some very cautious maintainers refrain from changing existing declarations, thinking it might be too impactful, leading to an accumulation of technical debt and an aging design that drive developers away [2]. Some more adventurous maintainers will push any change, disregarding all clients using the affected declaration, at the risk of breaking too many clients and having to revert the change ultimately [25]. We believe that the sweet spot lies at the crossroads of innovation and stability. Unfortunately, library maintainers have limited means to acquire evidence-based knowledge about the use of their API, and they often rely on their own judgment and subjective knowledge of their community to figure out how to evolve it [30].

In order to assist maintainers in the evolution of their libraries while avoiding breaking their clients unexpectedly, we propose the following vision: empowering library maintainers to make evidence-backed decisions regarding the evolution of their libraries by accurately and efficiently informing them about breaking changes and their impact on relevant clients. Concretely, this will enable maintainers to ask what-if questions and explore what consequences evolving their library would have on their clients: “What if we alter this method’s signature?”, “What if we push this refactoring?”, etc.

In this paper, we introduce a proof-of-concept implementation of our vision: BreakBot, a GitHub bot that analyzes the content of Pull Requests (PRs) in Java repositories and employs static analysis to identify BCs and their impact on relevant clients. The resulting
What truly affects stability are changes that break clients whatsoever. Another problem strikes when evidence about original changes, they would have had to be reverted too, triggering the deprecation. They finally reintroduced them in PR#3266. ImportScannerImpl ImportScanner making a previous implementation—the ImportScanner interface and corresponding ImportScannerImpl implementation—obsolete. Therefore, the author of the PR labeled both types as deprecated. Furthermore, official documentation tends to be incomplete given how changes are impacting clients is not communicated, increasing the mistrust in the community. Thus, some evolving libraries opt for communicating change via their API, versioning conventions such as semantic versioning, or official documentation such as release notes and changelogs. However, these artifacts might be seen as promises that, when broken, result in further mistrust. Furthermore, official documentation tends to be incomplete given that only notable changes are requested to be included.

To illustrate the issues that library maintainers run into when introducing BCs, we take an example brought to our attention by a core maintainer of Spoon—a source code analysis and transformation library for Java developed on GitHub. Spoon developers are very concerned about stability and therefore avoid BCs. When they do want to introduce a BC, they use deprecation to warn clients before proceeding with the change. In pull request PR#2683, a new feature to pretty-print Java import statements was rolled in, making a previous implementation—the ImportScanner interface and corresponding ImportScannerImpl implementation—obsolete. Therefore, the author of the PR labeled both types as deprecated.

Two months later, in PR#3184, Spoon developers removed a set of deprecated types and methods from the code, notably the two types mentioned above. The PR was merged, making its way into Spoon’s main branch. However, three months later, Spoon’s developers noticed that these changes broke two important clients (Astor and DSpot) and realized that the ImportScanner interface and implementation were in fact used by clients and thus reconsidered the deprecation. They finally reintroduced them in PR#3266.

It is evident that having to revert changes after introducing them is not ideal. If other changes had been made based on the original changes, they would have had to be reverted too, triggering a displeasing ripple effect within the library’s code. How could this have been avoided? To the best of our knowledge, there are three approaches enabling library maintainers to evaluate the BCs they introduce.

**Regression testing.** The traditional approach is to use a regression test suite. However, a regression test suite cannot cover every possible use of the library, and therefore unanticipated BCs may leak to the clients. In addition, when the test suite detects a regression, it is not able to evaluate its impact on the library’s clients. Maintainers must resort to their subjective opinion to decide whether or not to include the change. In our example case, Spoon’s test suite noticed the BCs introduced in PR#3184, and the ImportScannerTest class was deleted as part of the same PR. However, since the deleted types were deprecated, the maintainers did not reconsider the change.

**Static analysis.** Various tools can scan two versions of a library using static analysis to output the list of BCs between them. This approach is more complete than regression testing (although false positives or negatives can arise), therefore it is unlikely that BCs will leak to clients. For instance, Guava relies on JDiff while the Apache foundation uses japicmp to systematically search for BCs. Nevertheless, these tools only list the introduced BCs without showing the actual impact on client projects. If Spoon’s developers were using this type of tool, it would have noticed the changes the same way their test suite did.

**Reverse dependency compatibility testing.** The third approach—the only one able to evaluate the impact on clients—is Reverse Dependency Compatibility Testing (RDCT) [31]. The idea of RDCT is to identify a set of relevant clients, retrieve their source code, inject the new version of the library in their dependencies, and finally build them and run their test suite. If any error is detected during the process, maintainers are notified and can analyze the issue by browsing through the build log files. Projects like Scala, Rust, or Spoon perform periodical RDCT on their clients. The Coq project goes a step further by directly integrating RDCT as part of its Continuous Integration (CI) process, so that any BC impacting a client is detected right away.

However, RDCT suffers from several drawbacks. First, selected clients must always be buildable and have a test suite that passes on the previous version of the library. Second, RDCT takes a considerable amount of time and computational resources to build and test every client. For instance, the Rust project reports requiring up to a week to check 74,234 clients, as of September 2019. Third, when BCs are introduced, the resulting log files are verbose, forcing the maintainers to filter irrelevant information to understand the root cause. Last, whenever a BC is merged, the impacted clients can no longer be used for subsequent RDCT until they are repaired. For this reason, Coq’s maintainers resort to fixing the clients themselves to keep their CI process running, which requires considerable effort.

In our example case, Spoon’s RDCT runs every night on 13 projects. Following PR#3184, it ran into errors for the Astor and DSpot clients. An analysis of the log file of Astor (Listing 1), containing 266 errors among 704 log statements, revealed that the deleted types raised missing symbol errors at compile-time. Thanks to RDCT, Spoon developers discovered the impact of the BC. However, Astor’s RDCT
Listing 1: Extract of Astor’s build log file (704 lines in total).

```
1 Started by timer
...
211 [ERROR] The goal you specified requires a project to execute but there is no POM in this directory.
...
226 [ERROR] Entities.java:[63,29] unmappable character for UTF-8
...
295 [ERROR] TypeUtilsTest.java:[524,47] incompatible types: inferred type does not conform to upper bound(s)
...
654 [ERROR] LibParser.java:[23,29] cannot find symbol
655 [ERROR] symbol: class ImportScanner
```

build was failing for three months before the revert and thus could not be used to check for other BCs in this period.

In summary, while RDCT helps analyze the impact of BCs on clients, its drawbacks severely hinder its usability and adoption. In the next section, we present a novel and lightweight approach based on static analysis to evaluate the impact of source- and binary-incompatible BCs on clients and integrate it within the maintainers’ workflow. Naturally, RDCT still goes beyond our approach regarding behavioral-incompatible changes, at the expense of building and running the client test suites.

3 BREAKBOT

BREAKBOT (https://github.com/alien-tools/breakbot) is a proof-of-concept implementation of our vision. It analyzes libraries and clients written in Java and integrates with GitHub’s pull-based development workflow. It is implemented as a GitHub bot that provides library maintainers with the right information whenever and wherever needed. Making BREAKBOT a bot allows us to fully automate the process and be as close as possible to the maintainers’ development workflow. Because BREAKBOT feeds helpful information directly in GitHub’s PRs, we expect it to enhance the code review process, as was shown for other bots in previous work [27].

3.1 Overview

Once maintainers install BREAKBOT on a library’s repository and configure a list of clients of interest, BREAKBOT registers itself via the GitHub’s Checks API [7] to analyze new or updated PR. Then, it reports: i) the list of BCs they introduce, and ii) the impact of those BCs on the configured list of clients. Under the hood, BREAKBOT leverages a novel static analysis tool, MARACAS [26], to analyze libraries and clients and to infer the list and impact of BCs [22]. Note that BREAKBOT’s design enables it to be reused with little effort for other analysis frameworks similar to MARACAS, targeting other programming languages. Figure 1 gives a high-level view of BREAKBOT. We detail below the main steps of the process.

- Breaking changes analysis. In a first step, BREAKBOT communicates to MARACAS the GitHub PR to analyze. In every PR, the head pointer points to the branch containing the PR’s code, while the base pointer points to the branch where the changes should be pulled into. The diff between head and base represents the changes introduced by the PR. MARACAS first clones and builds both these versions to obtain binary JARs, uses japi-cmp to extract the list of BCs, and stores it in a dedicated Δ-model [22]. Each BC in a Δ-model specifies the affected declaration (a particular type, method, or field) and the kind of BC (e.g., method removed, field now final, class less accessible). A configuration file hosted on the library’s repository allows maintainers to specify how to build their library and which parts of their API should be excluded from the analysis because they are exempt from compatibility guarantees (e.g., @Experimental declarations and *test* packages).

- Impact analysis. In a second step, for each configured client, MARACAS builds an impact model that pinpoints how the changes in the Δ-model impact the project. While we originally designed MARACAS to analyze the impact of BCs on bytecode [22], we redesign it to statically analyze their impact on source code using the Spoon framework. Because this new implementation does not require clients to be built, it frees BREAKBOT from the limitations of state-of-the-practice RDCT regarding build times and the need to repair clients constantly. Each location in client code impacted by a BC is associated with: i) the impacted AST node in client code (e.g., a variable, a method invocation, an import); ii) the library declaration it uses that is impacted by a BC, and; iii) the way the client is using the declaration (e.g., through class instantiation or extension, as a type argument, through field access).

- Report builder. In a third step, the Δ-model and impact models are sent back to BREAKBOT, which builds a final report incorporated directly within the PR. This report displays the result of the analysis in a way that library maintainers can easily interpret. We design the report to highlight the essential information first: the list of BCs, how each of them individually impacts client code, and how many of the clients are impacted. Then, a more detailed report describes, for each client, every location in its source code impacted by the changes. To make it easier to understand the causes and consequences of BCs, every code reference in the report directly links to the corresponding source code on GitHub.

3.2 Revisiting the Spoon Example

We used BREAKBOT and MARACAS to analyze PR#3184 and showcase how it alleviates the drawbacks of RDCT identified in Section 2. Figure 2 depicts the most important parts of the report.

First, because MARACAS employs static analysis to infer the impact of BCs, it only needs to parse the clients to build their ASTs. It does not require clients to be built and thus avoids the need for a complex CI system that may suffer from additional failures: dependency resolution, flaky tests, etc. Besides, while Spoon’s RDCT took 6 minutes to analyze Astor only, BREAKBOT could analyze all 13 clients in 2 minutes.

Second, RDCT suffers from the need to analyze verbose and cryptic log files for each client, separated from the PR’s code, ridden with unrelated outputs and errors, and messages that do not
explicitly map client errors to their root cause at the library level (Listing 1). In contrast, the report built by BreakBot centralizes and highlights the essential information: the PR introduces 13 BCs, causing 32 broken locations in client code, and 5 out of 13 clients are impacted by the changes (Figure 2c). The remainder of the report details, for each client, which particular locations are impacted to let the maintainers understand why the clients break and how they might improve the PR (Figure 2b for Astor).

In this particular case, BreakBot accurately reports that the class removals impact Astor and DSpot, but also that the type CompilationUnit, deprecated in the same PR, is used by clients (Figure 2a). This helps maintainers reflect on whether deprecating this type is appropriate to avoid making the same mistake again. The removal of the MinimalImportScanner type, however, does not impact any client and is thus innocuous. The final report effectively answers the what-if questions stemming from the PR.

4 FUTURE PLANS

Our first implementation of the vision, BreakBot, is a mere stepping stone. We intend to implement the following research roadmap.

**Configurability.** Policies to deal with backward compatibility range from permissive (e.g., npm, favoring innovation) to restrictive (e.g., Eclipse, favoring compatibility) [2]. Regardless of their posture, projects should be given the necessary information to decide whether to introduce a change. Maintainers, therefore, need highly configurable impact analysis tools to anticipate the impact of their changes. What are, then, the configuration properties that impact analysis tools should capture? For instance, defining the type and number of allowed BCs, the parts of the API subject to analysis (e.g., non-experimental interfaces), and the key set of relevant clients (e.g., commercially-related projects), is of foremost importance.

**Discovery of clients.** Knowing how BCs impact relevant clients is key when deciding to apply or revert changes. Some projects, such as Coq and Spoon, have a precise list of relevant clients, but not all projects do. Even when such a list exists, it might be incomplete and hide important evidence. Automatically discovering a diverse and representative sample [20] of clients should give a clearer picture of the library’s usage. To do so, one must first pinpoint which versions of the library are affected by a given BC, and thus which clients may be affected. As it is likely that clients’ usage of a library will overlap [11], it is essential to avoid analyzing similar clients multiple times, e.g., by clustering clients around their usage of the library.

**Reporting actionable insights.** BreakBot identifies the list of library declarations introducing BCs, and the list of impacted locations in client code. Although it improves the state of practice, it may still be hard for developers to interpret this information. Regarding BCs, should they be represented as atomic modifications to the code, or should more meaningful operations that show the developer’s intentions (e.g., refactorings) be listed instead? Then, what is the right level of granularity to represent impacted client code (e.g., at the declaration, line, or AST node level)? Finally, to decide whether to introduce a BC, how to measure its criticality? How to define proper thresholds for metrics to enact project-specific policies?

**Approach evaluation.** To evaluate BreakBot, we plan to use both quantitative and qualitative evaluation methods. We will first investigate the accuracy of Maracas during the BCs and impact analysis phases using a proper benchmark such as the one introduced by Jezek and Dietrich [14]. Second, we aim at better understanding the current state of practice when dealing with change and the effects of BreakBot on these practices. Therefore, we plan to deploy BreakBot on the GitHub repositories of a few libraries (e.g., Spoon, ASM, JavaParser, Vallang, GumTree) and interview their maintainers. In particular, we plan to inquire whether BreakBot improves the analysis of code changes during code reviews. Does BreakBot “scare” developers more, or does it encourage them to make changes they were afraid of because they could not foresee their impact?
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Declaration</th>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Impacted clients</th>
<th>Broken locations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spoon.reflect.coCompilationUnit</td>
<td>ANNOTATION_DEPRECATED_ADDED</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>4 (spoon, jPortico, nesli, astor)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoon.reflect.visitor.ImportScanner.getAllImports()</td>
<td>METHOD_REMOVED</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2 (spec, tester)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoon.reflect.visitor.ImportScanner</td>
<td>CLASS_REMOVED</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2 (spec, tester)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoon.reflect.visitor.MinimalImportScanner</td>
<td>CLASS_REMOVED</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Excerpt of the breaking changes and their impact on clients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Breaking declaration</th>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>Use type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>metaSupporter.getFactory();CompilationUnit()</td>
<td>spoon.reflect.coCompilationUnit</td>
<td>ANNOTATION_DEPRECATED_ADDED</td>
<td>TYPE_DEPENDENCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>import spoon.reflect.coCompilationUnit();</td>
<td>spoon.reflect.coCompilationUnit</td>
<td>ANNOTATION_DEPRECATED_ADDED</td>
<td>IMPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importContext.getAllImports()</td>
<td>spoon.reflect.visitor.ImportScanner.getAllImports()</td>
<td>METHOD_REMOVED</td>
<td>METHOD_INVOCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importContext</td>
<td>spoon.reflect.visitor.ImportScanner</td>
<td>CLASS_REMOVED</td>
<td>TYPE_DEPENDENCY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Excerpt of the impacted locations in Astor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Broken locations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spoon Labs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAMP-atomicbot</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spajbabs/TeamKasper</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoonlabs/retainme</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoonlable/spocott</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spajbabs/Porturb</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoonlabs/gumtree-spoon astor</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoonlabs/npolp</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoonlabs/npolp</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoonlabs/astor</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Excerpt of clients’ overview

Figure 2: Excerpts of the report generated by BreakBot for Spoon’s PR#3184 on GitHub
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